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CERN’s primary mission is SCIENCE
Physicists and engineers at CERN use the world's
largest and most complex scientific instruments to
study the basic constituents of matter – fundamental
particles
A world-wide endeavor

Founded in 1954, the CERN laboratory sits astride the
Franco-Swiss border near Geneva
23 member states
8 associate members
6 observers

The instruments used at CERN are purpose-built
particle accelerators and detectors
●

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the world’s
largest and most powerful particle accelerator
and consists of a 27-kilometre ring of
superconducting magnets.
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The CERN LHC Program
The LHC accelerator:
•
1232 high-tech superconducting magnets
•
magnet operation temperature: 1.9 K (-271 0C)
•
Particles travelling at 99.9999991% the speed of light

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Beams collide: 40 million/s
collision “temperature”: 1016 K
Four large detectors at the LHC:
size of ATLAS: ~ half Notre Dame cathedral
weight of CMS experiment: ~13000 tons (twice the Eiffel Tower)
number of detector sensitive elements: ~100 million
cables needed to bring signals from detector to control room: ~3000 km
data in 1 year: ~100 PB
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The Scale of the LHC Computing
~40 MHz

~ PB/s

“Online” – Real time

Data processing and analysis drives physics discovery
L1 Trigger
(HW)

HL Trigger
(SW)
~100 kHz
~1 kHz

WLCG

“Raw Data” ~ 1-10 GB/s

Software

•
•
•
•

50M lines of C++
Contributions by thousands of scientists
Optimized for platforms that are evolving slowly
Development work porting to accelerators

“Offline” - Asynchronous

Hardware
• Primary computing resources is the WLCG is a globally distributed
storage and processing infrastructure
• 167 sites over 42 countries
• ~1M CPU cores and ~1 exabyte of storage (disk and tape)
Maria.Girone@cern.ch
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Challenges at HL-LHC
LS2

LS1
Run 1: Pile-up 25

•

LS3
Run 4: Pile-up 200

Run 2: Pile-up 30-50

High-Luminosity LHC will deliver about x10
increase in luminosity over LHC design
• Pileup of 200 means a great increase in
event complexity
• More collisions and more complex data will
result in a compute challenge at exascale
level
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Challenges:
Data and site access

Moving to HPC
HPC falls at the intersection of several important R&D areas
•

Engagement with the HPC community can be a catalyst for
progress

EXPANDING
RESOURCES FOR
DATA INTENSIVE
SCIENCES

The HPC centers and the data intensive science are both
growing to exascale
•

An exascale program for an exascale problem

HPC

HPC represents an opportunity to
•
•
•

Expand available computing resources
Evolve to heterogenous architectures
Adopt new techniques like AI and ML

EVOLVING TO
HETEROGENOUS
ARCHITECTURES

ADOPTING AI/ML
TECHNIQUES

(software performance,
portability libraries,..)

HPC integration challenges were compiled by the experiments
• Common Challenges Document

Recently formed an HPC collaboration between
PRACE, GÉANT, SKA and CERN on:
-

Data Access
Authentication and Authorization
Benchmarking
Training and Center of Expertise

Challenges:
Adopting AI/ML Techniques

Challenges:
Exploiting heterogeneous
architectures

From the HPC Collaboration Kick-offWorkshop and Signature Ceremony
Maria.Girone@cern.ch
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Exploiting Heterogenous Architectures
•

Explorations in heterogeneous hardware are one of
the drivers of innovation in computing
•

Large improvements recently in processing
performance have come from offloading work to GPUs.
Some examples:
•
•

•

CMS High Level Trigger reconstruction with GPUs
increased throughput by ~30% ( Patatrack )
•
work done in collaboration with the DEEP-EST project
The LHCb Allen Project is a high level trigger implemented
fully on GPUs (Allen Project)

Reengineering the software is necessary
•

Results in performance gains, easier adoption of
heterogeneous hardware and better maintainability

•

Our codebase is the work of thousands of developers
over many years
Maria.Girone@cern.ch

V. Khristenko

Modular Supercomputer
Architecture
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Exploiting Heterogeneous Architectures
Evaluate Progress: Benchmark applications to show
we can effectively use HPC systems

•

Standalone containerized benchmark suite has been
developed
•

Automated collection & reporting of capabilities across several
Intel/AMD + Nvidia processors

•

Build on collaboration expertise including augmenting the
Unified European Applications Benchmark Suite with HEP
applications

HEPscore relative
score
(larger is better)

G. Stewart

Training: Build a common center of expertise

•
•

Make training relevant, scalable and sustainable in HEP
Dedicated programs throughout 2021 on accelerator
programming and performance tuning
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Deploying AI on HEP workflows
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.00911

Filtering and
The LHC experiments
are working
HGCAL CNN for Particle ID ResultsClassifying

~40 MHz ~ PB/s

on machine learning› Electron
applications
vs non-converting photon classification
across the whole data collection,
processing and analysis
Prediction
e±

L1
Trigger
(HW)

Particle Identification

𝜸

Technology: Micron Deep Learning Accelerator
±
40%
10%
› Hardware: SB852 PCIe board,
TruthXilinx VU9P, 2x QSFP
› 64GB DDR4, PCIe x16 Gen3 to host
8%
42%

e

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.00911

HL
Trigger
~100 kHz (SW)
~1 kHz

WLCG

𝜸

› Firmware: Proprietary Inference Engine, scalable and
programmable solution to deep learning inference
offers ~Tera MAC/s

Unsupervised and supervised methods to identify

alarming
patterns
in the muon drift tubes chambers.
“Online”
– Real
time

10/21/19

Data Quality
Monitoring

ML in CMS, O&C Week ,J-R Vlimant
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Deep Learning for Imaging Calorimetry
“Raw Data”
~ 1-10 GB/s
Vitoria Barin Pacela,⇤ Jean-Roch Vlimant, Maurizio Pierini, and Maria Spiropulu

CERN openlab
project with Micron

California Institute of Technology and
CMS

Fast
Simulation
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reconstruction
as image
detection
We investigate particle reconstruction using DeepParticle
Learning, based
on a dataset consisting
of singleparticle energy showers in a highly-granular Linear Collider Detector calorimeter with a regular 3D
๏ Future detectors will be 3D arrays of sensors with regular
array of cells. We perform energy regression on photons,
electrons,
neutral
and
charged
pions,
and
geometry
discuss the performance of our model in each particle dataset.
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๏ It

would be ideal to quickly reconstruct particles directly
from the image (which is what Deep Learning became famous for)

I.

Reconstruction

INTRODUCTION

One the greatest challenges at the LHC at
CERN is to collect and analyse data efficiently.
Sophisticated machine learning methods have
been researched to tackle this problem, such as
boosted decision trees and deep learning. In
this project, we are using deep neural networks
(DNN) [1] [2] to recognize images originated by
the collisions in the Linear Collider Detector
(LCD) calorimeter [3] [4], designed to operate
at the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC).

“Offline” - Asynchronous

Opportunities for
collaboration with industry,
other sciences and the
HPC community

Analysis

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.11603.pdf
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Preliminary studies have explored the possibility of reconstructing particles from calorimetric deposits using image recognition techniques
based on convolutional neural networks, using
a dataset of simulated hits of individual particles on the LCD surface. The dataset consists of calorimetric showers produced by single particles (pions, electrons or photons) hitting the surface of an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and eventually showering within
a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). This project
aimed at reconstructing the energy of particles
through regression.
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FIG. 1. Visualization of the data. Charged pion
event displayed in the ECAL and HCAL. Every hit
is shown in its respective cell in each of the calorimeters. Warmer colors (like orange and pink) represent higher energies, as 420 GeV, whereas colder
colors, like blue, represent lower energies, as 50
GeV.[5]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.10676
II.

METHODS

The datasets were simulated as close as possible to real collision data, using a preliminary
version of the CLIC detector design, implemented in the DDhep software framework [3].
They consist of 3D arrays representing energy
values in the cells of the ECAL and HCAL, and
the true energy of the particle. The ECAL data
The code used for defining the modarrays have shape 25 x 25 x 25, whereas the
els and training the DNNs is hosted at
https://github.com/vitoriapacela/NotebooksLCD, HCAL data arrays have shape 4 x 4 x 60. Events
are of discrete, integer-valued energies over the
and
analysis
tools
are
hosted
at
https://github.com/vitoriapacela/RegressionLCD. range 10-510 GeV, and fixed direction, so that
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Distributed Training for ML workflows

MPI Based distributed training
across GPU nodes
Fig. 1.

In order to use HPC centers for ML
distributed training techniques are
necessary
•

Many parallel hardware elements that are
well suited to machine learning training can
be used

Opens the possibility for training and
inference as a service at HPC
centers
•
•

Large scale resources for faster training and
turnaround
Performance of HPC sites enables possibility
for interactive training via tools like Jupyter,
but requires flexible data access to use HPC
seamlessly (DataLake)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.04492
https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.04509

Diagram illustrating the Downpour SGD training algorithm.

Fig. 2. M
of worker
counts bec

Scaling across multiple CPU nodes
J-R. Vlimant

simultaneously. In addition to the canonical training configuration with one master process and several workers, the
mpi learn framework also supports a hierarchical configuration in which there are several master processes, each
coordinating a group of workers and reporting to a higherDistributed training workflow of
level master.

JediNet (Graph Neural Network)

B. User Interface

GPUs. F
The user interface to the mpi learn code consists of three by tunin
main components, each handled via a Python class:
system
The m
• The training procedure is specified via an Algo class
that stores information such as the batch size, choice of neural n
optimization algorithm, loss function, and any tunable high-ene
Collider
training parameters such as the learning rate.
with 20
• The DNN model is specified via a ModelBuilder class
that provides instructions for constructing a Keras three dif
model. The model architecture can be read from a JSON created
file or specified via Keras code. Using the Tensorflow input da
backend to Keras, it is possible to achieve model 50GB. T
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.10676
parallelism by specifying a device (GPU or CPU) for a single
The p
each layer of the model individually.
V. Khristenko
S. Vallecorsa
mance o
• Input data is specified via a Data class that provides
Original work CHEP2019:
a data generator for use during the training phase. faster th
https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474799/attachments/1937869/3212749/NNLO_The user may provide a list of input file paths, which utilized.
_CHEP2019.pdf
are divided evenly among all worker processes during degrade
because
training.
on outd
More details on the code can be found on the mpi learn 10
Maria.Girone@cern.ch
updates.
Github page [11].

Challenges in Data and Site Access
Using supercomputers for data intensive science will
require understanding how to access data efficiently

•

Demonstrate a sustained input data rate
■

•

•

Stress-test dynamic delivery of data using an HPC
•

•

For HL-LHC a large HPC could process
10PB/day or ~1Tb/s
Goal for 2021: multi 100Gb/s

HEP is developing a DataLake concept to improve data access
across resources

Use of caching layer, potentially as an edge service, and
content delivery
•
proof-of-concept early next year
Maria.Girone@cern.ch
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Accessing HPC Resources
The LHC experiments have demonstrated the
ability to exploit individual HPC facilities
• Primarily x86 based systems
• CMS shows usage on 5 sites
• ATLAS plot shows the HPC resource
contribution to the total

Access to some PRACE Tier-0 systems for
testbed use through the HPC collaboration in
2021
• Will improve access to heterogenous
architectures at scale

Maria.Girone@cern.ch
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Outlook
•

•

By HL-LHC HEP will need exascale computing and storage resources and
HPC facilities will play a critical role
•

Expanding our computing resources

•

Expanding our use of heterogenous architectures and access to testbeds

•

Facilitating the use of AI and ML on HPC systems

We are engaging with the HPC community to tackle the integration
challenges
•

Connection to European HPC systems will be very important to prove technical benefits
•

HPC collaboration with PRACE, GÉANT, CERN, and SKA is an excellent start and we will provide
application knowledge for a joint program on software optimisation on HPC systems

•

We would like to strengthen further ties with EuroHPC
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